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Hair
Removal
Treatment
SharpLight’s
non-invasive
aesthetic system

Sharplight Technologies, with a wealth of professional
experience, develops products and services for the
medical and aesthetic industries. Sharplight is part
of American Laser Clinics group, a medical service
provider with a large private chain of medical aesthetic
centers who has served over 100,000 clients and
performed over 1,000,000 treatments to date.

info@sharplightech.com
www.sharplightech.com
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SharpLight products offer non-invasive, clean and relatively painless treatment for the
permanent reduction of hair. Suitable for any body area and size, from bikini lines and axilla
to larger areas such as hands, legs, back, shoulders and abdomen. Our unique smoothpulse technology is safe and reliable, offering excellent hair removal results, with minimum
discomfort.

Frequently asked
questions
About Pulsed Light Treatment

About Hair Removal

Q: What is pulsed light?
A: Pulsed Light systems use hand-held flash
lamps that emit gentle pulses of light which are
absorbed in different skin lesions. Excellent
long term results are achieved when treating
hair, superficial capillaries, skin pigmentation,
acne and other skin lesions.

Q: What is the average rate of hair growth?
A: About 0.35mm a day, but this varies
depending on body area, age and gender.

Q: How does light-based technology work?
A: Light based technology is based on a
method called “selective photothermolysis,”
which works by selective destruction of a
specified target without damging surrounding
tissue. When treating textural complaints
such as fine wrinkles and large pores, the
light stimulates the growth of collagen which
makes the skin glow and look more youthful.
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Q: Are pulsed-light aesthetic treatments
painful?
A: No. During the procedure, a slight,
momentary stinging sensation may be felt,
but not pain.
Q: Are pulsed-light aesthetic treatments safe?
A: All pulsed-light treatments are non-invasive
and safe, with minimum side effects.
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SharpLight’s system has enabled me to
provide my patients the results they expect to
receive. Betty Czajkowsky, M.D.

Q: How many treatments are required?
A: The typical regimen is 5-7 treatment
sessions, spaced 4-12 weeks apart, depending
on the body area.
Q: Why are multiple treatments necessary?
A: About 20-25% of human hair follicles on
the body are in the growth phase at any given
time. This is the percentage of hair follicles that
can be destroyed in a single treatment session.
In order to eliminate almost 70% of the hair,
treatment has to be repeated until the desired
result is achieved.

Hair removal
for aesthetic
and attractive
appearance

Permanent reduction of hair
Clean and relatively painless treatment
Relatively small number of treatments
to obtain results
Effective solution for all patient profile
Non-invasive, safe and reliable
Thousands of satisfied clients

